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Message from our Chairman
Since the inception of Fairfax in 1985, we have always been focused on a few

things – the way we operate, the way we treat each other and the way we do

good by doing well for our communities. In fact, our culture is so ingrained

within our company, that our name itself means “fair and friendly”.

Long before companies had ESG reports, we recorded our dedication and

commitment to operating in this manner through our Guiding Principles. Our

management team and Board ensures full disclosure is provided to all

stakeholders and that honesty and integrity is never compromised. More

than three decades and many acquisitions later, we now have 15,000

employees around the world thriving in our decentralized environment –

exercising their talents toward individual business objectives, while

collectively supported and driven by our unique and lively culture.

We know it’s impossible to live and work in one area of the world and expect

to know all the needs and opportunities in another and that’s why our many

company leaders – most of whom have been with their company for over 20

years – are fully empowered and trusted to make the best decisions for their

employees, clients and communities. This not only minimizes bureaucracy; it

minimizes our carbon footprint by keeping things local.

Loyal, results-oriented and team players – our leaders don’t have egos and

are always willing to collaborate and share their knowledge and expertise

with their sister companies. This allows our operating companies to

increase their value propositions, push business forward in innovative ways

and enhance the employee experience more efficiently.

We empower all employees to use their talent to drive results and to feel

fulfilled by the work they contribute, within the context of the Guiding

Principles. Plus, with our employee share ownership plan, a large number of

our employees are truly owners – financially and emotionally invested in our

collective success!

Whether you read one of my first letters to shareholders or a more recent

one, you’ll always find the same theme – our employees are our most

important asset and we deeply care about them. In 1985, I wrote about the

integrity displayed by the Markel family that drew me to sign Fairfax’s first

acquisition, and during my first 2020 quarterly results call, I announced that

Fairfax and its insurance companies would not be laying off any employees

due to COVID-19(in fact, we’re currently hiring!).

We trust our employees because we know them – we hire people who share

our values, and we give them the space to practice them daily. We don’t

believe there is a “work self” and a “home self” because we encourage and

expect our employees to be authentic and honest – and to carry themselves

with integrity no matter what they are doing. This level of respect is felt in all

corners of our companies and like all families, we take significant measures

to protect and safeguard the well-being of our members.

That level of care extends beyond our companies. All over the world, our

employees are constantly coming up with new ways to serve the communities

in which we operate. Whether it’s Fairbridge Capital supporting our dialysis

initiatives or Sanmar, BIAL and Fairchem supporting local schools, the Fairfax

family has been giving back since we started. To date, we’ve donated $215

million, and we look forward to continuing to grow with our communities.

We believe in doing good by doing well and 2020 has proven that no matter

what we face, our commitment to our culture will always withstand any

uncertainty. We’re always looking for new ways to increase our value for the

long-term benefit of our customers, employees, shareholders and

communities in which we do business.
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P R E M  W A TSA
Chairman



India has been an integral part and focus area for Fairfax’s investments for

over 3 decades. In line with our long-term vision and commitment towards

India, we established Fairbridge Capital in 2011 and Fairfax India Holdings

(“FIH”) in 2015. FIH is the investment vehicle dedicated towards future

investments in Indian and India related business.

FIH has adopted ‘The Code of Business Conduct and Ethics’ as its

cornerstone, which is built around the first value in our longstanding and

regularly reported Guiding Principles – “honesty and integrity are essential in

all our relationships and will never be compromised”. Our Board of Directors

maintain the highest level of corporate governance and transparency in

corporate disclosures. Our investment decisions and operations of our

companies ingrain our Guiding Principles in their everyday operations.

In 2016, Fairfax established the Fairfax India Charitable Foundation with the

objective of undertaking charitable activities to support India’s poorest

communities. The charitable foundation has done excellent work in

supporting over 100 dialysis centres across various states and has actively

contributed to various natural disaster recovery initiatives. FIH and its

investee companies are deeply committed to giving back to the community

and regularly undertake social initiatives aimed at promoting primary

education, safe sanitation and adoption of clean energy which are key

priorities for a fast-developing country like India.

We believe that over the long-term, value creation is intricately linked to the

prosperity of our people, communities and the environment that our

businesses operate in. We are committed to create value for all our

stakeholders.

C H A N D R A N RAT N A S W AMI
Chief Executive Officer

Message from our CEO
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Our Guiding Principles
Fairfax guiding principles were first drafted in 1987 and hold true today. Fairfax India endeavors to follow and uphold the same

principles as Fairfax.
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• We expect to compound our mark-to-market book value per share over the long-term period by 15% annually by running Fairfax

and its subsidiaries for the long-term benefit of customers, employees, shareholders and the communities where we operate – at

the expense of short-term profits if necessary.

• Our focus is long term growth in book value per share and not quarterly earnings. We plan to grow through internal means as well

as through friendly acquisitions.

• We always want to be soundly financed.

• We provide complete disclosure annually to our shareholders.

• Our companies are decentralized and run by the presidents except for performance evaluation, succession planning, acquisitions,

financing and investments, which are done by or with Fairfax. Investing will always be conducted based on a long-term value-

oriented philosophy. Cooperation among companies is encouraged to the benefit of Fairfax in total.

• Complete and open communication between Fairfax and subsidiaries is an essential requirement at Fairfax.

• Share ownership and large incentives are encouraged across the Group.

• Fairfax will always be a very small holding company and not an operating company.

• Honesty and integrity are essential in all our relationships and will never be compromised.

• We are results oriented – not political.

• We are team players – no “egos”. A confrontational style is not appropriate. We value loyalty – to Fairfax and our colleagues.

• We are hard working but not at the expense of our families.

• We always look at opportunities but emphasize downside protection and look for ways to minimize loss of capital.

• We are entrepreneurial. We encourage calculated risk taking. It is all right to fail but we should learn from our mistakes.

• We will never bet the company on any project or acquisition.

• We believe in having fun – at work!

Objectives

Structure

Values



US$ 1.86 Billion of Investment Completed

HOLDINGS CORPORATION

• Wealth and asset  

management

• 13.8% ownership

• Diversified financial  

service and product

• 26.5% ownership

*  As at December 31st, 2020.

BIAL –Bangalore International Airport Limited

• NBFC -loan &

mortages

• 22.4% ownership

• Discount digital broker

• 26.6% ownership

• Aroma chemical

• 48.8% ownership

• Oleo chemical and  

nutraceuticals

• 48.8% ownership

• India’s 3rd 

largest  airport

• Monopoly asset

• Real estate

assets

BIAL

Our Investments

US$306m US$653m US$199m US$188m US$170m US$30m US$84m US$74m
4 separately-listed Cos: Private Company Private Company Private Company Public Company Private Company Private Company 2 separately-listed Cos:

• PVC and caustic  

soda producer

• Warehousing

• Collateral  

management of  

agri commodities

• Private sector  

full scope bank

• Container freight  

station

• Non-vessel  

operating  common

carrier  business

• Tankers shipping 

company
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Fairfax Financial Holdings Limited holds a 28.0% equity interest  

and 93.4% voting interest in Fairfax India

• 54.0% ownership • 42.9% ownership • 89.5% ownership • 49.7% ownership • 51.0% ownership • 48.5% ownership

US$159m of other investments comprises of:

• US$27m in National Stock Exchange of India

• US$24m in India Housing Fund

• US$108m in liquid public equities



Governance
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Governance Structure

FIH has in place corporate governance practices that are in compliance with all

applicable rules and substantially comply with all applicable policies and

guidelines, including those of the Canadian Securities Administrators.

The Code of Business Conduct and Ethics is built around the first value in our

longstanding and regularly reported Guiding Principles – “honesty and integrity

are essential in all our relationships and will never be compromised”.

The company’s Board of Directors has adopted a set of Corporate Governance

Guidelines (which include a written mandate of the Board), established an

Audit Committee, a Governance, Compensation and Nominating Committee,

approved written charters for all of its committees, approved a Code of

Business Conduct and Ethics and a Policy on Discrimination applicable to all

directors, officers and employees of the company and established, in

conjunction with the Audit Committee, a Whistleblower Policy.

We operate under a decentralized model with one Chairman and a separate

CEO under the holding company, a Board-appointed Lead Director to ensure

the independent functioning of the Board and empowered CEOs running each

of our 12+ operating companies autonomously at the local level. Being close

to the business allows them to make the right decisions quickly versus

relying on a disconnected home office. We believe there are many benefits

to this somewhat unique structure. Not only does it reduce bureaucracy and

headcount at the home office but it also creates a separation of powers that

enhances our spread of risk, gives each CEO operating control of that CEO’s

company, allows for internal peer review at each company and creates an

unmatched breadth of global senior talent.
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Our Board of Directors

Our Board of Directors consists of 9 directors, with extensive business and

asset-management experience, 5 of whom are non-management.

The Board of Directors holds regularly scheduled meetings to discuss long

term objectives and strategy. Other mandates of the Board include evaluating

performance of our management team against the Guiding Principles and

corporate objectives, succession planning and ensuring that it understands

the principal risks of the business and that appropriate systems to manage

these risks are in place and effectively implemented.

The Audit Committee assists the Board of Directors in maintaining oversight

on overall quality and integrity of FIH’s financial statements, related

disclosures and internal controls as well as ensuring compliance with

applicable legal and regulatory requirements.

The Governance, Compensation and Nominating Committee of the Board of

Directors annually reviews the compensation of the CEO and senior executives

in order to align compensation with our overall business objectives.
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Environmental
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Our commitment to the  
environment

As part of our long-term investment approach, FIH views climate change as an

important risk that impacts the sustainability as well as performance of its

investee companies. FIH views climate change as both a risk and an

opportunity and therefore, integrates ‘environmental considerations’ in its

investment analysis framework.

FIH engages with its investee companies to drive adoption as well as promote

improved management of ESG issues. Several of our investee companies

have actively taken steps aimed at environmental conservation and

sustainability that includes use of renewable energy, waste-water recycling and

rainwater harvesting, zero effluent discharge, amongst other measures.

Fairbridge Capital has contributed to environmental catastrophe related relief

work in India. Recent contributions include donations for relief work related to

floods in Kerala and Karnataka and cyclone in Orissa.
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BIAL: Pioneering environmentalinitiatives

Reducing the use of fossil  

fuel generated energy  

through use of renewables

Water conservation and  

groundwater recharge in a  

water-deficit location

Conservation of

near-extinct native GI  

tagged flora
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BIAL has installed ~7MW of

onsite solar plants across

rooftops and ground-mounted

installations (~10mn units

generated each year). BIAL has

already achieved ~80%

reduction in carbon emissions in

2019 as compared to 2015. BIAL

has also pioneered the use of

energy efficient lighting systems

across the airport to aimed at

conserving energy use.

BIAL has designed a rainwater

drainage system which has

helped boost nearby water

bodies and increase the water

table. BIAL is also a net ‘water-

positive’ project, which includes

treatment and uses of its waste-

water. BIAL is now building 7

lakes adjoining the airport in an

otherwise water deficit area to

support communities nearby.

Devanahalli Pomelo is a

Geographical Indication (GI)

Tagged flora which faces the

threat of extinction and is

categorized as an endangered

flora. With the intention of

conservation and promotion of

the cultivation of this flora, BIAL

has procured 500 Pomelo

saplings and planted them in an

identified plot within the airport

campus.



Sanmar: Focused on environment and sustainability

ICC Award for Excellence in  

Management of Health and  

Safety 2017

FICCI Sustainability Award for  

Excellence in Safety 2017 to  

Karaikal plant

2016 Corporate Governance  

Award from Indian Chamber of  

Commerce
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First chemical manufacturer in India to achieve 100% Zero Liquid Discharge.

Optimal use of water resources in coastal operations with no draw on ground water.

Use of low ash / sulphur in coal.

Collaborative initiative with the Bombay Natural History Society (BNHS) in the creation of 

a bird study center at Kodiakarai in Tamil Nadu.

Wide ranging initiatives undertaken pertaining to water distribution systems, medical 

workshops, training programs and disaster relief.

International certification of best practices with “Responsible Care” designation.

Corporate leader for over a decade in the release of audited sustainability reports.

Publication of eleven sustainability reports by Chemplast Sanmar.



Select environmental initiatives by our companies

Privi Speciality
Maharashtra

Saurashtra Freight
Gujarat

Saurashtra Freight is operating a

containment area for safe storage of

hazardous goods.

Actively embracing digital initiatives to

reduce use of paper.

Fairchem Organics
Gujarat

Fairchem has installed effluent

treatment plants and emission

control machinery to actively

reduce the impact on the

environment.
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Privi has installed effluent treatment

plants and emission control

machinery to actively reduce the

impact on the environment.



Social
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Our commitment to  
social initiatives

FIH is an investment holding company. Through its investee companies, FIH

indirectly touches the lives of a large group of people and communities

supporting these individuals.

As a part of our investment framework, FIH carefully evaluates issues

relating to the rights, well-being and interest of employees (such as,

workplace health and safety track record and labour standards) as well as

relations with the customers and communities at large.

FIH actively promotes adoption of safe working practices, employee welfare

policies and diversity and inclusion efforts across its investee companies.

FIH’s investee companies regularly undertake employee welfare programs

and adopt clearly defined policies against workplace discrimination as well

as prevention of sexual harassment.
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Select social initiatives by our companies (1/2)

BIAL: Inducted Asia’s first and

largest team of women-fire

fighting squad

BIAL: All women cockpit crew

operates inaugural flight on

world’s longest air route

NCML: COVID-19 testing for

employees while serving the

nation with essential services
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BIAL achieved the feat of

inducting Asia’s first and largest

team (14 members) of all-

women fire fighting squad. The

14-member team underwent

rigorous training for a year

before being inducted into the

aircraft rescue and firefighting

squad. BIAL has set an example

by creating a path for women to

break-into such traditionally male

dominated roles.

In January 2021, Air India’s all

women cockpit crew operated

the inaugural non-stop flight from

Bangalore to San Francisco, the

longest non-stop commercial

flight ever operated by an Indian

national airline. BIAL became the

only airport in India to host direct

flights to and from SFO and

celebrated the achievements of

the all-women crew. BIAL runs

programs aimed at generating

employment for local women.

NCML served the nation by

operating its essential services

during the Covid-19 induced

lockdown. In order to safeguard

the health of its employees,

NCML conducted free Covid-19

PCR tests for its employees.

NCML also rolled out programs

for remote and rotational working

to ensure minimal disruption to

essential services while

supporting its employees.



Select social initiatives by our companies (2/2)

All investee companies
Across India

NCML
Across India

There were no lay-offs at any  

of our investee companies

despite challenging business  

conditionsand disruptions 

presented by the pandemic.

Revamped employee insurance

coverage to introduce accident

insurance and doubled term life

insurance.

Saurashtra Freight
Gujarat

Obtained ISO 45001 Workplace

Safety Standards certification

which monitors Air, Sound and

Water quality for all employees.

Supported vendors and

business partners

pandemic  

disbursements

during the

by early

of payments

before the due date.
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Surakshit Mandi initiative

facilitates farmers to bring their

produce for aggregation

consistent with social distancing

protocols during the pandemic.



Community
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Supporting community  
initiatives
FIH firmly believes that businesses can sustainably prosper only when the

entire community at large prospers. As a responsible citizen, FIH believes in

giving back to the community in a meaningful way.

FIH engages with its investee companies to define, adopt and better implement

Corporate Social Responsibility (“CSR”) Programs in compliance with

applicable laws. FIH’s investee companies regularly contribute to a wide range

of social initiatives such as, primary education, hygiene and sanitation and

low-income housing support, priorities that are relevant in the Indian context.

Fairfax India Charitable Foundation actively supports Indian government’s

national dialysis program at over 100 centers across various states.

Fairbridge Capital also donated USD 1 million to the PM Cares Fund to aid the

Indian government in supporting its citizens during the COVID-19 pandemic

and donated to the Vellore Medical College, Tamil Nadu towards their COVID-

19 initiatives.

During the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, FIH’s investee companies have

inspiringly undertaken several initiatives to support their employees, vendors

as well as at-risk communities (through food security, financial and

volunteering measures).
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Investing in primary education

Sanmar: Operates  

schools in Tamil Nadu

three Fairchem Organics: Adopted

6 government run primary  

schools

BIAL: Namma Shikshana

program, a 10-yr MoU to adopt

6 primary schools
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This project involves developing

the entire infrastructure for each

school from ground-up (including

new school buildings and

computer labs), sponsoring mid-

day meals for children and

proven subject matter experts.

These initiatives have led to

significant increase in enrolment

in these schools and a marked

improvement in academic

performance of students.

Sanmar runs three schools

(Vaidheeswara Higher

Secondary School,

Vaidheeswara Primary School

and Vaidheeswara Vidya

Mandhir Matriculation Higher

Secondary School) at Mettur,

Tamil Nadu. These schools are

enabled with qualified teachers,

well-equipped labs and libraries.

Fairchem Organics has

upgraded the infrastructure at 6

government run primary schools

(Grade 1 to 8) in Ahmedabad,

Gujarat. These initiatives have

positively impacted lives of over

5,000 children studying in these

schools.



Other select community initiatives (1/2)

Sanmar
Tamil Nadu

BIAL
Karnataka

CSB Bank
Kerala
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Provided packed meals twice a

day during Covid-19 to stranded

migrant labour, daily wage

earners and at-risk groups

(~12,500 beneficiaries).

Refurbished 7 buses into women

toilets and feeding rooms to

promote safe sanitation and

hygiene practices.

Supports the ‘exceptional care

for exceptional children’ program

at Madhuram Narayanan Centre

in Chennai, Tamil Nadu.

Supports Cancer Institute, Vision

Research – Sankara Nethralaya

& Child Trust Hospital in

Chennai, Tamil Nadu.

TCI Sanmar in Egypt, supplies

rations to 400 families, provides

mid-day meal programme for

school children, works towards

an effective medical aid system

and has sponsored the “India by

the Nile” festival for the past 7

years.

Distributed food kits (consisting

of grains) to local NGOs during

the COVID-19 pandemic

lockdowns and donated to

support education of children

from low-income families.



Privi Specialty
Maharashtra

Saurashtra Freight
Gujarat

Fairchem Organics
Gujarat

Fairchem Organics focuses on

creating local employment by hiring

from nearby villages around its

plant in Gujarat.

Privi has adopted two villages in

Asanpoi and Kamble- Birwadi since

2018 to equip and familiarize

teachers and students at local

government schools with modern

digital education techniques.

Other select community initiatives (2/2)
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The Company has also adopted a

village (Kusgaon) to create a ‘model

village’ by developing clean water

infrastructure, women empowerment

programs amongst other initiatives.

Distributed food kits (consisting

of grains) to local NGOs during

the Covid-19 pandemic

lockdowns and donated to

support education of children

from low-income families.



Key achievements  
& conclusion
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Key 2020 ESG achievements

Use of Renewable  Energy 

projects to  reduce carbon  

footprint

Donations and support  to at-risk 

communities  during COVID-19  

lockdown and support  after 

natural disasters

Emphasis on primary  

education across  India; 

Promoted safe  hygiene and  

sanitation projects
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No layoffs at any  investee 

company  despite difficult

COVID-19 led business  

disruptions



Conclusion
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ESG has been a meaningful factor in evaluating our investments

since FIH began in 2015. It is a natural component of Fairfax’s

special fair and friendly culture. This report demonstrates in some

detail the importance of ESGat FIHand its investee companies.

There is always room to grow and improve, and FIH and its

companies will continue to expand its ESG initiatives in 2021 and

beyond.

ESG


